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As the title of this presentation suggests, I am going to examine Lukács’s reading of Rosa
Luxembourg’s conception of totality.
Let’s begin with two clarificatory remarks. The first remark is that the treatment of totality
in their works is different. The direct references and elaborations on the conception of
totality in Lukács’s works are rampant; this is not the case in Rosa, particularly in the texts
discussed by Lukács. This does not mean, however, that totality is absent in her works.
Their difference is somewhat similar to the difference between the Grundrisse and Capital
in the sense that whereas the direct references to totality in the Grundrisse are extensive,
this is not the case in Capital. This does not, however, entail that totality is not discussed
in Capital. On the contrary, among Marx’s works, Capital is the work where totality is
most developed in, oddly enough, with barely any reference to the term.
The second point is that the standpoint proposed here adopts the classification suggested
by Karel Kosík in Dialectics of the Concrete (1966) as its guiding principle.
According to Kosík, three basic concept[ion]s of the [….] totality, have appeared in the
history of philosophical thinking, each based on a particular concept[ion] of reality and
postulating corresponding epistemological principles.
The first one is
(1)

the atomist-rationalist conception, from Descartes to Wittgenstein, which holds

reality to be a totality of simplest elements and facts;
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The second one is
(2)

the organicist and organicist-dynamic conception which formalizes the whole and

emphasizes the predominance and priority of the whole over parts (Schelling, Othmar
Spann)2;
The third one is
(3)

the dialectical conception (Heraclitus, Hegel, Marx) which grasps reality as a

structured, evolving and self-forming whole3.
This general classification helps us to see if the two conceptions of totality presented here
do not in one way or another become close to the first two classifications. With this, we
begin Lukács’s discussion of totality.
In discussing Lukács, I try to limit myself to three papers in which he evaluates the
conception of totality. These papers are: “The Marxism of Rosa Luxemburg” (January
1921); “Critical observations on Rosa Luxemburg’s “Critique of the Russian Revolution””
(January 1922); and “Towards a methodology of the problem of the organization”
(September 1922). Here they are discussed thematically with concentration on totality and
its neighboring conceptions. What we have here is, unfortunately, not a debate but merely
a disagreement, since Rosa dies in 1919 before the publication of these papers.
In all these articles, what is at stake, according to Lukács, is the theoretical-philosophical
background that led Rosa to make mistakes or fail to fully pursue the right path she
announces aforehand. Lukács announces his aim to be to point to methodological
problems, namely, “to elucidate two premises… to postulate a totality firstly as a posited
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object then as a positing subject” 4 in order to find the theoretical foundations of political
viewpoints presented by Rosa.
Along the same lines, here I play his game to weigh his view against that of Rosa.
For Lukács “the whole system of Marxism stands and falls with the principle that
revolution is the product of a point of view in which the category of totality is dominant.”5
In this respect, he sees a similarity between Marx and Rosa: “Just as the young Marx’s
concept[ion] of totality cast a bright light upon pathological symptoms of a still-flourishing
capitalism, so too in the studies of Rosa Luxembourg we find the basic problems of
capitalism analysed within the context of the historical process as a whole.”
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But what are the characteristics of Lukácsian account of totality? He gives credit to Rosa
when she accepts those characteristics and criticizes her when she doesn’t. Regarding his
own account, it is noteworthy that although Kosík finds Lukács’s History and class
consciousness as an exemplary of the dialectical conception, the following discussion casts
some doubt on this claim and also highlights the differences between his account and
Rosa’s account.
The first point is the strong Schellingian vein in his account. To discuss this issue, we have
to remind ourselves that hypostasizing the whole over the parts was introduced as the
characteristic feature of the second conception of totality.7 If so, we would see that with
the introduction of totality as “the all-pervasive supremacy of the whole over the parts” 8
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Lukács lets his own account of totality fall under the same conception of totality. He repeats
the same claim as he says that in dialectical method and the conception of totality we
witness “the subordination of all the parts to the unity of history and thought”. 9 In fact, this
implicit dichotomy of the whole and parts, and prioritizing the former over the latter is
repeated time and again throughout the book. Here is another example: “The category of
totality begins to have an effect long before the whole multiplicity of objects can be
illuminated by it.”10 In so doing, notwithstanding all differences, he has an important
common feature with Kosík’s second classification, introduced in the beginning of this
talk, namely, attributing more weight to the whole against the parts. This is not the case in
Rosa’s conception. Take the frequently quoted: “Freedom is always and exclusively
freedom for the one who thinks differently.”11 This one is of course a part, either an
individual, or a bigger part of the whole, the negligence of which determines the
characteristic of the whole.
Nevertheless, this common feature is not the only shortcoming of his viewpoint. Through
mythologizing this category, i.e., totality, he overlooks the importance of other categories,
such as contradiction, categorial movement, etc., and more importantly the relation
between them. This linear determination, for which he criticizes his opponents as found in
their economic-determinism, is replaced in his own work by the category of totality. Here
is an example: “The category of totality, however, determines not only the object of
knowledge but also the subject.’’12 This determination, for Rosa, is performed through the
action of all categories in the discussion; what is more, the subject-object dialectically
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determine the totality as well. Thus, she sees the reciprocal relationship between subjectobject and totality, which is absent in Lukács.
There is still another significant shortcoming in his account. Although, he recognized the
closedness of Hegel’s system and its historical character: “[The dialectics should be]
Nonetheless, not any more in the form of a closed system. Hegel’s system, as left for us is
a historical matter,”13 he does not elaborate on the openness of a Marxian dialectic.
Furthermore, Lukács does not refute the charge put forward by Ernst Bloch regarding the
closedness of his conception of totality. In a paper published after History and Class
Consciousness, “Realism in the Balance”, after quoting Bloch who accuses him of
“operating with a closed, objectivistic conception of reality”14, he does not argue for such
a totality to be open, but still takes totality to be the “closed integration.” 15 While, I do not
find the criticism advanced by some against the claim of closedness or completion of
Lukács’s standpoint watertight, 16 the claim that because of its shortcoming, Lukács’s
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account of totality is “philosophical mythology” 17 is equally extravagant. Rosa, on the
other hand, leaves some room for the openness of the totality different from that of Lukács.
She does this, among other things, through introducing the multidimensionality of the
capitalist mode of production on the one hand and through underscoring the role of
spontaneity on the other.
That said, one common methodological-dialectical feature between Rosa and Lukács is
that both admit that contextualization is an essential characteristic of totalization of each
analysis. Take the following passage from The Industrial Development of Poland by Rosa
as an example: “if all these temporary and one-sided phenomena are torn out of their
complicated economic context and puffed up into a doctrine of Russia’s anti-Polish
economic conspiracy, then what is involved is a complete lack of perspective and overview
of the totality of this policy”18. By the way, this is one of those rare cases where there is a
direct reference to totality. Furthermore, Rosa – unlike what Lukács implies – agrees that
the growth of proletarian class consciousness and the growth of the communist party (while
identical from a world historical point of view) are neither an identical process, nor
constitute two parallel processes.
One significant difference between their standpoints lies elsewhere. While Rosa
underscores the possibility of the revolutionary totality to be hijacked by the part of the
whole, namely the central committee of the party, Lukács highlights the possibility of that
totality to be deviated from the revolutionary path by exaggeration of the role of the
spontaneity of the masses and dwindling the role of the central leadership. Along the same
lines, it is true that Rosa and Lukács both see the need for a living interaction between the
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party as a whole and the central committee. Nonetheless, whereas Rosa sees this interaction
to be diminished by increasing “centralization and discipline”19 Lukács sees reinforcement
of this interaction with their increase.
This difference is also seen in the relationship of the vanguard and the masses. In this
respect, Lukács writes ‘‘the sharp split in the organization between the conscious vanguard
and the broad masses is only an aspect of the homogeneous but dialectical process of
development of the whole class and of its consciousness’’20. Rosa’s account is polarly
different here. For her, this is the manifestation of a gravely heterogenous dialectical
process of developing of the whole class and its consciousness, which leads to a nonrevolutionary totality.
Conclusion:
Whereas both Lukács and Rosa, to different degrees, admit the reciprocal relation of the
whole and the parts in totality, Lukács emphasizes more on the predication, reflectiveness,
holisticity, the centrality and internality of totality, sees the continuation in the pre-October
and rupture in the post-October era, and seeks to “close the circle of the dialectical
method”21; Rosa, on the other hand, once more notwithstanding the recognition of the
reciprocal relationship between the whole and the parts, underscores more spontaneity,
prepredication, individuality, decenteredness, externality of totality, highlights the role of
contingence and sees some continuation of organicity both in the pre-October and postOctober periods. The difference they hold is the overemphasis given to whole by the former
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and part by the latter. In so doing, they distance themselves from the third account of
totality given at the beginning of this talk.
A simultaneously organic and dialectical totality has to distance itself from Lukács in his
support of “the subordination of every part to the whole unity of history and thought” 22 as
he puts it and the closedness of the totality and leave some room for Rosa’s open totality.
It has to distance itself from the prepredicative standpoint implied by the overemphasis of
the spontaneity introduced by Rosa, and also from the overemphasis given to the part in
contradistinction with the whole.
What form would such an admittedly bold and developable thesis take in each individual
case of the class struggle is to be determined, undoubtedly, by the concrete characteristics
of that struggle.
This can help us form a socialist society based on human foundations different from
“stupidity, egotism, and corruption” as “the moral foundations of capitalist society” 23.
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